She was also much interested in the extensive ventilating and heating apparatus by which fresh warmed air is forced through the building, and the atmosphere kept pure and sweet. Bell enters with full appreciation into the mutual difficulties of nurses and the public, judging that in the main the present unpopularity of the trained nurse is due not so much to herself as to the discredit brought upon her by untrained masqueraders in uniform, but at the same time admitting that " airs and graces, meals at all odd hours .... constant ringing of bells " will sometimes cause a nurse in a middle-class house with few servants to be "an intolerable burden. '' Another point touched upon is the so-called " trained nursing" introduced into workhouse infirmaries by economical boards of guardians, whose idea of reorganisation is to get one trained nurse for perhaps 100 bed-rid pauper patients, and to ask her to nurse Circumstances, or the things that surround us, are frequently spoken of as though they were so many forces putting in motion our lives' deeds, and actions, shaping our conduct and general mannerism, moulding and influencing our thoughts and views, maturing our minds, developing our intellects, and even making our destinies for us, as though Nature had decreed from the beginning that we ourselves?we, the most concerned?should have neither hand nor voice in the glorious work of so transcendental an undertaking. Moreover, these "bo many forces" have come to be looked upon in the light of so many dead but active creatures that partake of the character of the things that produce them; like the statical and dynamical forces in mechanics which, whatever be their nature, and despite certain resistance, produce motion and tendencies to motion in a material body or bodies. Whether, for example, the dynamicil force be represented by the quick, powerful blow of the cricket bat that puts the ball in motion, driving it in any direction, or whether it be as the quiet pressure of the potter's mould upon the tempered clay, forcing it into some other form, we cannot fail to observe that in opposition to some amount of resistance, namely, that of the colliding ball and that also of the material clay, the position and direction of the first and the shape and worth of the Huslin.
Be strong and of good courage, that thou mayest have good success whithersoever thou goest.?Joshni i. 7.
We make our victory a great deal more difficult than it ought to be by want of courage. There are many faults and many weaknesses which require nothing more than a decisive effort, a'determined push to overcome them at once ?and for ever. If you want to live a Christian life, do not dally with your purpose ; do not fancy that you will find it -easier to win your way by degrees, and that by a gradual ?change you may attain to the same end with less pain than you fear will be given by a sudden wrench. Nothing can be a greater mistake. Press into the enemy's citadel at once ; do not wait outside till he has had time to shoot you down. ... Be assured that God will help you. Be assured that Christ will give you strength. . . . I know you will meet with many failures between this and the grave ; but I am sure that you will meet with fewer failures in proportion to your courage, for this kind of courage is but another form of faith, and faith can work any miracle whatever, even the greatest miracle of all, bringing your soul to God.?Bishop Temple.
